REAL TIME TECHNOLOGY
ComPROcheck & FiredoorCheck™ software is used at surveying and
installation stages to enhance our efficiency and customer satisfaction.

About Checkmate Fire
Checkmate is a specialist passive fire protection
installation
and
survey
company,
providing
professionally managed, cost effective fire compliant
services nationally to a wide range of clients.
We operate as two divisions; Compliance providing
inspection and other consultancy services and Solutions
for 3rd Party Accredited installations.

Real Time Technology
All Checkmate’s fire compartmentation surveys and
installation works are recorded electronically using realtime technology, enabling fire compartmentation to
be managed and maintained. Project information and
photographic evidence is stored in a cloud based portal.
The benefits are numerous; information is standardised
and customers can log in to monitor progress.

Checkmate are the first company to be registered
in all three of BRE’s core passive installer schemes;
LPS 1531 for installing or applying passive fire protection
products, LPS 1271 for installing fire doorsets and LPS
1197 for inspecting, repairing and maintaining fire
doorsets.
The BRE Approval process involves a whole series of
rigorous checks which are on-going and it is because of
this assessment process that the LPCB Approval Mark is
recognised worldwide as a badge of quality for Passive
Fire Protection Installation.

LPS 1197 Approved
Cert no: 860Pla

LPS 1271 Approved
Cert no: 860Plb

LPS 1531 Approved
Appendix 1, 2 & 3
Cert no: 860Pl

For a free, no obligation consultation and outline survey please call:

01422 376436 or 01279 850021 or email: info@checkmatefire.com
Northern Office

Southern Office

www.checkmatefire.com

Hospital Case Study
WARRINGTON & HALTON HOSPITALS
NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
As a part of their on-going commitment to maintain
high standards of fire safety, Warrington and Halton
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust recently appointed
Checkmate to carry out an inspection of fire walls and
fire doors and to undertake any required upgrades to
fire stopping across the Halton Hospital site.
Checkmate’s site management team worked closely
with hospital staff at all levels to ensure that the
project was completed with no disruption to the
normal operation of the hospital.
“Checkmate have worked for the Trust for a number
of years and we find them very professional,
competent and user friendly. With their real-time
technology they supply us with a complete, costeffective survey and installation package, which
greatly helps us to retain fire compliance”.
Lee Bushell, Estates Capital Projects, Warrington &
Halton Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
FDIS Trained Fire Door Inspectors
Clive Reilly, Compliance Manager at Checkmate Fire
Solutions has become the first person to meet the
stringent requirements of the
Fire Door Inspection Scheme
(FDIS) and become a Certificated
Inspector.

For a free, no obligation consultation and outline
survey please call:

01422 376436 or 01279 850021
Northern Office

Southern Office

or email: info@checkmatefire.com
www.checkmatefire.com

LPS 1197 Approved
Cert no: 860Pla

LPS 1271 Approved
Cert no: 860Plb

LPS 1531 Approved
Appendix 1, 2 & 3
Cert no: 860Pl

FIRE COMPLIANCE SURVEYS. Ensuring that public buildings are
fire safe, can provide a safe means of escape and ensure that
phased horizontal evacuation is possible whilst at the same time
minimising the risk to fire and rescue services.
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